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Abstract—Unsupervised learning may be modeled by an ex-
treme version of the universal channel coding problem. Suppose
a channel decoder knows only that a randomly generated
block code is being employed at the other end of a discrete
memoryless channel. The channel statistics, the codebook, the
code distribution, the rate, the blocklength, and even the input
alphabet are unknown. Using a novel decoding measure, it is
shown that the channel outputs may be correctly clustered with
vanishing error probability at all rates under capacity. Results
provide theoretical motivation for certain heuristic clustering
techniques and, more widely, suggest that there are gains to be
had via non-pairwise similarity measures.

I. INTRODUCTION

In Shannon’s random coding scheme for the discrete mem-

oryless channel (DMC), the decoder is supplied with consid-

erable context about both the encoder and the channel. The

decoding is informed by the channel statistics, the blocklength

employed, the rate of the codebook, and the codewords them-

selves.

Suppose none of this information is available and the

decoder’s only knowledge is the following:

D1 An (unknown) block code C of (unknown) block-

length n and (unknown) rate R is generated i.i.d.

according to a (unknown) probability distribution pX
over a (unknown) finite input alphabet.

D2 Message symbols Ii ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR} are distributed

uniformly and independently.

D3 The codewords corresponding to the message sym-

bols are transmitted through a DMC with (unknown)

transition probabilities pY |X .

How well can the message be decoded, if at all?

This problem setting is an extreme example of universal

communication with respect to both the channel statistics

and the codebook itself, and therefore represents an added

dimension of robustness over traditional formulations [1]–[4].

It may also represent situations such as eavesdropping [5] and

“communicating with aliens” [6]. Of greater interest to us,

however, is that it serves as a simple and effective information

theoretic model for unsupervised learning.

A. Unsupervised Learning via Universal Decoding

In seeing this connection, consider the output distribution

of a DMC subject to block coding. If the mutual information

across the channel exceeds the rate, the output will naturally

cluster into conditionally typical sets for each codeword (Fig.

Fig. 1. Channel coding through a DMC is a natural model for clustering.

1). The objective in designing a block channel decoder is

effectively to identify and label these clusters as accurately

as possible. Note however that the clusters’ specific structure

and appearance depends on both the DMC and the codebook.

The notion of “similarity,” in other words, can be far more

complex than Euclidean closeness. To be more specific: the

universal communication model for clustering is a generative

learning model wherein each label (codeword) generates data

(channel outputs) through an unknown DMC.

By leveraging this framework, one may ask two questions:

(1) Is there an information-theoretically optimal measure of

similarity? (2) What does this say about existing clustering

techniques? Our analysis presents the minimum partition infor-
mation as an answer to the first question, and suggests that m-

tuple similarity measures could yield considerable gains over

the pairwise comparisons commonly used for clustering.

Several attributes of this model (given by D1–D3) are worth

noting before proceeding further. First, rather than utilizing

features, the clustering operation is to be performed on data

in its own space, using only the assumption that clusters

are generated via DMC. One should expect this universality

to come at some cost to performance. Second, observe that

codewords are generated randomly and iid. While this is

helpful in traditional channel coding both from a proof and

implementation standpoint, it is fundamentally necessary in the

world of universal decoding [7]. Third, the (unknown) number

of clusters is allowed to grow exponentially with data length,

and performance is quantified by the maximum decodable rate

of growth. Finally, the unknown blocklength n assumption has
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limited relevance in a model for clustering, where the block-

length can be generally assumed known. It is, however, quite

applicable in the original universal communication setting.

The model may also be expanded to incorporate elements

of supervised learning [7].

B. Universal Pattern Decoding

The goal of decoding clusters is subtly different from the

goal of decoding codewords. To capture this distinction, we

introduce the notion of pattern decoding.

Consider again the conditions D1 – D3. Under this degree

of ambiguity no message can be reliably decoded. To see this,

note that because the message is uniformly distributed, the

output statistics from the channel are unaffected by the choice

of bijective map E : {1, . . . , 2nR} → Xn between message

symbols and codewords. As such, the decoder can neither

determine this map nor invert it to obtain the message stream.

However, one could potentially decode into unlabeled clus-

ters corresponding to each message symbol. Equivalently, the

pattern of the message stream (as introduced by Orlitsky et

al. [8]) can be decoded. Rather than asking that the decoder’s

reconstruction Î∞ resemble the message I∞, one requests

that a symbol-by-symbol relabeling of the reconstruction

(L(Îi))
∞
i=1 resembles the message. For instance, the patterns

of 0012021100 and 2201210022 are identical because there

exists a relabeling {0, 1, 2} → {2, 0, 1} to transform one into

the other. 1

We describe a universal decoder φU that pattern-decodes

(clusters) the message for any finite source alphabet X , any

random codebook distribution pX , any channel pY |X , and

any rate R < I(X;Y ), with vanishing error in the limit of

large (unknown) blocklength. The decoder is built upon a new

similarity measure called the minimum partition information
(MPI).

Related Work

Previous work into universal channel decoding has focused

on varying degrees of uncertainty in the channel. Goppa [1]

introduced the maximum mutual information decoder, which

was shown to be universal over the class of DMCs. This line

of work was later expanded into more general channel models

by Ziv [2] and others [4], [9]. See [3] for an overview of these

results.

While few information theoretic models have been explicitly

designed for statistical learning, certain learning algorithms

have certainly taken inspiration from information theoretic

quantities or arguments (e.g. [10]). Specifically, mutual infor-

mation based clustering has been heuristically attempted with

applications ranging from congressional votes [11] to gene

expression data [12].

This concept is both rigorized and generalized by the elegant

Universal Similarity Metric (USM) introduced by Li et al.

[13], which has proven successful in contexts as disparate

as music clustering and mitochondrial evolutionary history.

1Pattern-decoding is essentially a canonical labeling of clusters (by their
order of appearance in the channel output) in the absence of the correct labels.

In this construction, the similarity of two sequences x and

y is measured by comparing their marginal and joint Kol-

mogorov complexities K(x), K(y), and K(x, y). As these

quantities are in general noncomputable, complexity is instead

approximated by compressibility. The resulting (computable)

similarity measure is effectively an estimator for the mutual

information between x and y.

Unlike pairwise similarity measures such as the mutual

information or the USM, the minimum-partition information

introduced in our work gauges the similarity of a group of m
samples. This results in a quantifiable and sizeable asymptotic

improvement in performance. Moreover, the formula for mini-

mum partition information immediately suggests a mechanism

to similarly boost existing measures — including the USM.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Problem Setting

A discrete memoryless channel is specified by transition

probabilities pY |X(y|x) between finite input and output al-

phabets X and Y . Let R ∈ R
+ denote the rate, and n ∈ Z

+

the blocklength. For every n, 2nR codewords of length n are

generated independently and identically (iid) according to a

distribution pX(x) over X . Together, they specify a codebook

Cn, which we define as a map Cn(i) from a codeword index

i ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR} to Xn. It is assumed that the codebook itself

is asymptotically reliable — i.e. that the rate R is exceeded

by the mutual information I(X;Y ) across the channel.

The message for transmission is represented as a sequence

of indices Ii, i ∈ Z
+ which are chosen independently and

uniformly over {1, . . . , 2nR}. The sequence of transmitted

codewords is written either as Cn(Ii) or Xn
(i), and the cor-

responding channel outputs as Y n
(i), or in unpartitioned scalar

form as Yj .

Notationally, I(p(X), p(Y |X)) is the mutual information

from channel p(Y |X) and X ∼ p(X). When the dis-

tributions corresponding to X and Y are clear, I(X;Y )
denotes I(pX , pY |X) . Similarly, H(p(X)) = H(X) is

the entropy of distribution p(X). The kth-order empirical

entropy of a sequence xNk is given by p̂k[xNk]
(
x̃k

)
=

1
N

∑N
i=1 1

(
xki
k(i−1)+1 = x̃n

)
and the corresponding empirical

entropy is denoted Ĥk(xNk) = H(p̂k[xNk]).
Additionally, we adopt the notation that a vector of vectors

can be denoted
(
xn
(i)

)m

i=1
≡

(
xn
(1), x

n
(2), . . . , x

n
(m)

)
. When

we wish to unwrap with the outer dimension first, we write

T
(
xn
(i)

)m

i=1
≡ (

xi,(1), xi,(2), . . . , xi,(m)

)n
i=1

, where T repre-

sents the transpose operation.

B. Performance Evaluation

The error rate of a traditional decoding function φ(·) :
Yn → {1, . . . , 2nR} is a random variable given by

e(φ)= lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

1(φ(Y n
(i)) �= Ii) (1)

= lim
N→∞

dH

((
φ
(
Y n
(i)

))N

i=1
, IN

)
, (2)
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where dH(·, ·) is the normalized Hamming distance between

two sequences. Observe that with probability one this limit

exists and takes on a single deterministic value.

Any decoding function can also be written as the composi-

tion of a pattern decoder φ(·) : Yn → {1, . . . ,M}, which

partitions the output space Yn into M ≤ 2nR arbitrarily

labeled regions, and a label function L(·) : {1, . . . ,M} →
{1, . . . , 2nR}, which labels each region with an index from

the codebook Cn.

Definition 1: A universal pattern decoder φU implements

pattern decoding after training on the channel output Y∞.

Formally, φU is a collection of several elements:

1) A blocklength estimation function n̂(y∞).
2) An output cardinality function M(y∞) ≤ 2nR.

3) A set of pattern decoders {φ[y∞](·) : Y n̂(y∞) →
{1, . . . ,M(y∞)}}, indexed over all possible channel

outputs y∞ ∈ Y∞.

To evaluate the efficacy of a pattern decoder, the pattern
error rate associated with a universal pattern decoder is a

random variable given by

e(φU ) = lim
N→∞

dP

((
φ[Y∞]

(
Y n
(i)

))N

i=1
, IN

)
,

where the pattern distance dP (·, ·) : XN × YN → [0, 1] be-

tween two sequences is defined as smallest Hamming distance

possible after an optimized labeling:

dp
(
xN , yN

)
= min

L:X→Y
dH

(
(L(xi))

N
i=1 , y

N
)

.

Note that e(φU ) takes a single deterministic value with prob-

ability one (Kolmogorov’s 0/1 law).

Definition 2: A universal pattern decoder φU is said to be

universally reliable if e(φU ) → 0 with probability 1 for any

finite source alphabet X , random code distribution pX , channel

pY |X , and rate R < I(X;Y ).

C. Minimum Partition Information

The minimum partition information, which may be in-

terpreted as a measure of similarity, is at heart of the

clustering/pattern-decoding operation. To precisely define this

term, several other constructions are first necessary.

A partition P of size |P | for the set {1, . . . ,m} is a

collection of nonintersecting sets Pi, i ∈ {1, . . . , |P |} such

that ∪|P |i=1Pi = {1, . . . ,m}.
The set of all size-L partitions is denoted Pm

L , and the set

of all partitions is Pm. The partition function P (I1, . . . , Im) :
(Z+)m → P partitions the indices {1, . . . ,m} into equiva-

lence classes according to the equivalence relation {i ≡ j if

Ii = Ij}.
Definition 3: The partition information for (yn(i))

m
i=1 ∈

Ynm and partition P ∈ Pm is defined as

iP

(
(yn(i))

m
i=1

)
=

⎛⎝ |P |∑
j=1

ĤPj

(
T
(
yn(i)

)
i∈Pj

)⎞⎠
−Ĥm

(
T
(
yn(i)

)m

i=1

)
,

where Ĥk(T (x
n
(i))

k
i=1) effectively computes the entropy of the

joint type of the sequences xn
(1), x

n
(2), . . . , x

n
(k).

Definition 4: The minimum partition information (MPI)
for (yn(i))

m
i=1 is

i
((

yn(i)

)m

i=1

)
= min

P∈Pm

1

|P | − 1
iP

((
yn(i)

)m

i=1

)
. (3)

MPI may be seen as a generalization of the max mutual

information decoding measure (which it reduces to for m = 2).

If (Ỹ n
i )mi are each generated from the same source codeword

X̃n, which itself is generated randomly, then one may demon-

strate that with high probability i ((Y n
i )mi=1) ≈ I(X;Y ). More

importantly, if the source is an impure mix of codewords, large

deviations techniques can guarantee that i ((Y n
i )mi=1) is small.

D. Statement of Result

Theorem 1: There exists a universal pattern decoder φU that

is universally reliable.

The remainder of this paper constructs φU and bounds its

performance. Full proofs of lemmas are relegated to [7] for

space considerations.

III. SCHEME DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE

Rather than directly specifying φ[Y∞](·) as a function of

Y∞, the construction is performed in stages.

First, define the tupling parameter m(n) =
⌊
log

(
n

logn

)⌋
.

This will be frequently be referred to simply as m, with the

dependency on n implicit.

A blocklength estimator n̂(Y∞) is defined in Sec. III-A, and

a rate estimator R̂n̂(Y
∞) is defined in Sec III-B. In Sections

III-C and III-D a decoding function φ[n̂, R̂, Y n̂2n̂R̂(m(n̂)−1)

](·)
is described. The universal pattern decoder is then specified

as

φ[Y∞](·) = φ[n̂, R̂n̂, Y
n̂2n̂R̂n̂(m(n̂)−1)

](·).
Three performance guarantees are provided:

1) In Sec. III-A, it is shown that P (n̂(Y∞) = n) goes to

1 with n.

2) Sec. III-B establishes that with probability approaching

1, the rate estimate R̂n(Y
∞) falls into an acceptable

range.

3) Secs. III-C and III-D prove that for a suitably accurate

rate estimate R̂n, the pattern error goes to zero with

probability 1. i.e.:

dp

((
φ[n, R̂n, Y

n̂2n̂R̂n̂(m(n̂)−1)

](Y n
(i))

)∞
i=1

, I∞
)
→

n→∞ 0,

with probability 1.

These three results prove Theorem 1.

A. Blocklength Estimation

Intuitively, the blocklength estimator finds the minimum

blocklength at which the blocks appear iid. Let ñ be a hypoth-

esized blocklength. The empirical mutual information between
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adjacent ñ-blocks is denoted by Îñ[y
∞] = I(p̂2ñ[y∞], pY |X).

The blocklength estimator is then given by

n̂(y∞) = min
ñ:̂Iñk=0,∀k∈Z+

ñ.

It is not difficult to show that n̂(y∞) is equal to n with high

probability.

Lemma 2: P (n̂(y∞) = n) goes to 1 as n grows.

B. Rate Estimation

An overview of the rate estimation operation is presented,

along with a sketch of certain elements in the proof.

Conditioned on a successful estimation of the blocklength

n, the nm-th order empirical distribution of the channel

output p̂nm(Y∞)[(yn(i))
m
i=1] may be computed. This is helpful

in estimating the rate. In particular, one may compute the

empirical cumulative distribution of the MPI of neighboring

outputs:

P̂m
i [Y∞](θ) = p̂nm[Y∞]

({(
yn(i)

)m

i=1
: i

((
yn(i)

)m

i=1

)
≥ θ

})
.

This is the empirical probability that m randomly chosen

output blocks have MPI exceeding θ. The following lemma

demonstrates that the limiting exponent α(θ) of this quantity

undergoes a transition at θ = R:

Lemma 3: With probability one,

α(θ) = lim
n→∞

− log P̂m
i [Y∞](θ)

n(m− 1)
≥ θ for 0 < θ < R

≤ R for R < θ < I(X;Y ).

From observing a graphical depiction of the transition

(Fig. 2), it is tempting to simply set the rate estimate

R̂ = min{θ : θ > −1
n(m−1) log P̂

m
i [Y∞](θ)} and assume

that this yields the corner point. However, the transition in
−1

n(m−1) log P̂
m
i [Y∞](θ) is only predicted to occur in the

limit with n, and as there is no guarantee that this limit is

approached uniformly for all θ ∈ [0, I(X;Y )], there is no

way to bound |R̂−R|.
As a means around this, consider quantizing the range of θ

into a finite set:

R̂n = Δmin

{
k ∈ Z

+ : kΔ >
− log P̂m

i [Y∞](kΔ)

n(m− 1)

}
. (4)

The finite set of threshold values

{
− log P̂m

i [Y∞](kΔn)

n(m−1)

}
now

converges uniformly. Furthermore, if Δ < R− I(X;Y ), then

there is guaranteed to be at least one quantization point kΔ
between R and I(X;Y ).

To determine a step size Δ that satisfies these two criteria,

an estimate of the gap I(X;Y )−R is first computed:

(I(X;Y )−R)n = Ĥ1(Y n
(1)) +

1

n
log

(
p̂n[Y∞](Y n

(1))
)

(5)

The step size is then estimated as

Δn =

⌊[
1

4
(I(X;Y )−R)n

]−1
⌋−1

. (6)

Fig. 2. The limiting MPI exponent, α(θ), is confined to the grey regions by
Lemma 3. Although the function drawn here is continuous, there is no such
requirement on α(θ).

Remarks:

1) The intuition behind the estimate (I(X;Y )−R)n lies

in that (Xn
(1), Y

n
(1)) are likely to be strongly typical. By

evaluating the empirical entropy of a strongly typical

output, the first term estimates H(Y ). By evaluating the

probability mass at a strongly typical output, the second

term estimates R+H(Y |X) .

2) If (I(X;Y )−R)n is a good estimate, then the bin size

ensures that quantizer points lie between R and I(X;Y ).
3) The floor operation, along with the convergence of

(I(X;Y )−R)n, guarantees that Δn is a deterministic

value Δ for sufficiently large n. As a result the threshold

values in (4) converge uniformly with n to {α(kΔ)}.
The convergence of the rate estimate is captured by the

following lemma:

Lemma 4: With probability going to 1 as n→∞,

0 ≤ R̂n −R ≤ 1

4
(I(X;Y )−R). (7)

C. Decoding Rule

Traditional channel decoding is performed with respect

to a codebook of input codewords. In the case of pattern

decoding, the input codebook is not available, but one may

still construct a codebook of carefully chosen collections of

outputs {{Y n
(i)}i∈DC(j)}j .

Definition 5: A dirty codebook DC(·) of size |DC| is

a map from {1, . . . , |DC|} into Yn
(1) × . . . × Yn

(m−1). A

dirty codeword is a particular output DC(i), and the m − 1
sequences (yn(1), . . . , y

n
(m−1)) that comprise DC(i) are called

dirty entries.

The canonical unfiltered dirty codebook, for instance, is

defined as the first outputs from the channel:

UDCn(i) =
(
Y n
(i−1)(m−1)+1, . . . , Y

n
i(m−1)

)
, (8)

where i ∈ {1, . . . , n2n ̂Rn(m−1)}.
The universal decoding rule φDC(·) : Yn → 2{1,...,|DC|}

for a dirty codebook DC is given by

φDC(y
n) =

{
i : i ((DC(i), yn)) ≥ R̂n +

(I(X;Y )−R)n
2

}
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Remarks:

1) The universal decoding rule does not necessarily decode

uniquely. For UDCn, for instance, one expects a typ-

ical output cardinality |φUDCn(·)| to be of the order

n2n(
̂R−R).

2) Intuitively, if yn and the dirty entries of DC(i) are

all generated by the same source codeword Cn(j),
one expects i ((DCi, y

n)) to approach I(X;Y ), which

exceeds the threshold.

3) Conversely, if either yn or one of the dirty entries of

DC(i) does not share a source codeword with the others,

i((DCi, y
n)) is likely to be small.

To formalize some of these notions, consider the application

of the universal decoding rule to UDCn. Define the no-error

decoding event F (I, yn) as occurring when every dirty entry

of every dirty codeword in φUDCn(y
n) has index I; i.e.

F (I, yn) =
∏

i∈φUDCn (yn)

i(m−1)∏
j=(i−1)(m−1)+1

1(I = Ij).

The no-error rate is then given by

eF = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

F (Ii, Y
n
(i)).

Lemma 5: With probability 1, eF → 1 as n→∞.

D. Decoding Codebook

The decoding scheme of the previous section has a van-

ishing probability of false positives, but there is no guarantee

of a true positive and the output space {1, . . . , |UDCn|} has

far more clusters than the 2nR maximum cardinality for a

pattern decoder. To fix these issues, a new dirty codebook is

constructed.

Notationally, we say a dirty codebook is contained by

another DC(1) ⊂ DC(2) if the dirty codewords of one

are a subset of the other: DC(1)({1, . . . , |DC(1)|}) ⊂
DC(2)({1, . . . , |DC(2)|}). Additionally, define the uniqueness

rate as

eU (DC) = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

1
(
|φDC(Y

n
(i))| = 1

)
.

Definition 6: The filtered dirty codebook FDCn is the

smallest subset of UDCn that decodes sufficiently uniquely:

FDCn = argmin
DC

{|DC| : DC ⊂ UDCn, eU (DC) ≥ 1− 1

n
}.

Lemma 6: With probability going to 1 as n → ∞,

{|DC| : DC ⊂ UDCn, eU (DC) ≥ 1 − 1
n} is nonempty and

|FDCn| ≤ 2nR.

A decoding function φ∗n(Yn) can therefore be constructed

from the universal decoding rule φFDCn :

φ∗n(y
n) =

{
φFDCn(y

n) if |φFDCn(y
n)| = 1

error otherwise.

Observe that φ∗n(y
n) is a function mapping from Yn into

{1, . . . , |FDC|n, error}. If |FDC|n ≤ 2nR — which by

Lemma 6 holds with probability approaching 1 — then it is

a valid pattern decoding function. We may therefore complete

specification of φU by setting

φ[n, R̂n, Y
n2nR̂n(m(n)−1)

](·) = φ∗n(·),
IV. REMARKS

An information theoretic model has been presented for both

universal communication and unsupervised learning. By con-

structing a universal decoder for this setting, we demonstrate

both robustness to encoder actions and the ability to reliably

cluster at optimal rates; that is, anything up to the information

I(X;Y ) across the channel. This is made possible by a new

m-tuple similarity measure called the MPI, whose existence

both theoretically validates certain existing clustering tech-

niques and suggests an avenue for improvement.

Specifically, to compare the performance of MPI to (pair-

wise) mutual information, the tupling parameter m(n) may be

fixed to a constant value of 2 (for which MPI reduces to mutual

information). By propagating this change through the analysis

of Sec. III-C, one finds that this pairwise clustering operation

can only reliably cluster at rates up to the information of a

repeated transmission across the channel I(Y1, Y2) [7]. 2 This

strongly suggests that there may be benefits to clustering with

an m-tuple similarity measure.
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